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Plant a Little Seed by Nancy Stewart
Credit: https://nancymusic.com/SOM/2010/plant-a-little-seed.htm
(you can hear the tune to this song here)

Plant a little seed,
Watch it grow,
Soon we will have a vegetable

Show children different vegetables - you could use a grocery bag and real vegetables or plastic veggies. For more fun, give children clues about each vegetable before pulling it out of the bag.

Ask children about the colors of the veggies too. Here’s another version -

Plant a little seed,
Watch it root,
Soon we will have a piece of fruit

Just like with the veggies, have children guess the different kinds of fruit and show them with real fruit or plastic fruit. Talk about their colors.

Sensory Activity: Mixing Bag
Credit: Colors Storytime (storytimesprout.com)

Put two primary paint colors (tempera paint would work great) in a Ziploc bag, trying to get each to stay on one side. You may also add some shaving cream for extra fun.

Then, seal the bag and tape the top with duct tape. Now you have a no mess coloring mixing bag that kids will love swishing with their fingers!

Red Light, Green Light, Yellow Light
Play this fun game with your children outdoors or indoors on a rainy day!

When you call out green light, everyone goes fast,
yellow light, everyone slows down,
and red light, everyone must STOP or FREEZE.
Keep going with this game as long as you like.

Rhyme: Blue is the Lake
Blue is the lake (form waves with hand) Yellow is the sun (make circle with arms overhead)
Silver are the stars (wiggle fingers) when the day is done
Red is the apple (make small circle with hands and take a big bite!) Green is the tree (wave arms above head like branches)
Brown is the chocolate chip cookie For you and me! (hold out hand as if sharing a cookie)
COLORS

Read and Color in the Circles.
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Draw a square around the green objects.
Purple

Draw a square around the purple objects.
Color each candy differently and name the colors.
Use RED to color the strawberry
Color patterns

Look at the color pattern. Continue by coloring the next color in the pattern.
Color the squares according to the given colors.
Trace and Color

Trace the lines and color the inside.
Complete the dot-to-dot and then color the picture.
Color by Letter
Use the key at the bottom of the page to color the picture.
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